KYOTO SHORT TOUR
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5.5 Hours with English-Speaking Driver-Guide!
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Kinkaku-ji
A gold-leaf covered shiny
pavilion with a tranquil
Japanese garden! Wonderful
picture-taking place!

Teatime
Let’s have a break at Toraya Karyo and
taste wagashi, traditional Japanese
sweets that reflect nature and the
essence of each season. You can have a
seat at the terrace and enjoy the beautiful garden scenery, as well.

UNESCO World Heritage Site

Image: Toraya Karyo
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Nijō Castle

Depending on availability, the location of “Teatime”
may change. Please read the note below.*

Enter to see the Edo
period corridors and
ornamented rooms!

Gion Area

UNESCO World Heritage Site
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If you are lucky, you can take
a picture of a Maiko as she is
strolling in this area full of old
tea houses!
Tea houses and Japanese
restaurants around Gion

Kiyomizu-dera
The enormous wooden
temple will surprise
you with its grace and
beautiful view of Kyoto
City!

UNESCO World Heritage Site
Tip: Don’t forget to visit the God of Love and Happiness!

*Teatime: You must pay for your own order at the tea shop. It is not
included in the fare. We ask for your kind understanding. Thank you.

Fares

Reservation
Online: www.mktaxi-japan.com
Phone: 050-3385-8132

(Weekdays: 8:30-19:00/ Weekends&Holidays 8:30-18:00)

Reservations should be made at least 4 days before the trip by 17:00 (JST).
mkgroup1026.english

Kyoto MK

＃mkgroup1026eng

MK Co., Ltd

www.mktaxi-japan.com

Fare/vehicle Extension fee
Fuga/Crown (4 PAX) 37,210 yen 5,752 yen / hour
Hiace Jumbo (9 PAX) 46,170 yen

7,180 yen/ hour

※The fares are applicable inside Kyoto City. Parking fees, toll fees are not included. Teatime is not included.
※We have special vehicles like BMW, Lexus, Toyota Hiace for groups up to 9 PAX and wheelchair transporters.
※Consumption tax and English guiding fee are included.
※When calculated the fares, the ﬁgures are rounded to the nearest ten.
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